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Abstruct- In high-performance chip design, the problem of 
net matching is often critical for achieving correct circuit per- 
formance. We adopt a conservative design, to route all matched 
nets with identical topologies and equal wire lengths to achieve 
zero skew. The problem is formulated as a variant of the D- 
dimensional Steiner tree problem. We propose a two-stage solu- 
tion. The first stage uses an iterative improvement strategy to 
generate the Steiner tree topology for all the nets. The second 
stage places the nodes using one of two methods. The first 
approach expresses the optimal Steiner node positions as a linear 
programming solution, with average computational complexity 
O(n2m2), where n is the number of nets and m is the number of 
pins. Improved efficiency is achieved under the other approach 
by transforming the Manhattan metric to an I ,  norm using a 45“ 
rotation of the solution space. The norm is then approximated by 
either an ZX norm, for suitably large values of A. or an exponen- 
tial “penalty” function. The solution space in both approaches 
becomes strictly convex, allowing us to apply a greedy approach 
which converges to an optimal solution with great efficiency, 
leading to a dramatic speed-up versus the linear programming 
approach. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE PROBLEM of signal net-matching occurs regularly T in microelectronics design: multiphase clock distribution 

nets, differential net routing, simultaneous output switching 
lines, and so forth (see [12]). As clock speeds approach the 1- 
ps barrier, signal net matching may become critical for the 
correct performance of a circuit in high-performance chip 
design and certain microelectronics fabrication technologies, 
such as ECL, TTL, and BiCMOS. Routing under these condi- 
tions requires zero skew among the matching nets. 

The problem arises from the following. We are given a set of 
nets (called matching nets), each containing an equal number 
of ordered pins. The pins with the same ordinal position are 
termed matching pins. We route the nets so that each pin has 
identical timing characteristics with matching pins in the other 
nets. In other words, the delay from a source pin to the ith pin 
in one net should be equal to the delay of the matching source 
pin to the ith pin in all other nets. Any timing discrepancy 
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among pairs of matched pins is termed skew, with the skew of 
a matching set of nets being the maximum skew in that set. 

The key difference between this problem and the standard 
clock-tree distribution problem is that signals must arrive at 
matching sinks at the same time, but not every sink‘s required 
amval time necessarily matches that of every other sink. 
Also, the matching occurs across nets, not within a single 
net. For example, in differential net routing, the signal is 
expected to arrive at different pins within one net at different 
times; however, there are corresponding pins in other nets, 
and it is with respect to these pins that signals must arrive 
simultaneously. 

A typical industrial approach [12] uses an engineering 
approach that allows fine-tuning of the parameters of the 
buffers to achieve an equal delay on matched pins. The 
uncertainty with that approach is that the parameters of the 
active components may vary under different processes and 
temperatures. For this and other reasons, we make no assump- 
tions concerning which pins are considered sources and targets. 
We propose a conservative design using identical topologies 
for the nets and equal wire lengths to achieve zero skew 
performance. Our objective is to minimize total wire length. 
Note that this is an extension of the work presented in [2] and 
[3]. We are not aware of any work in this area prior to those 
publications. 

For example, consider Fig. 1, which shows two differential 
nets, each containing four pins. The points indicate the pins of 
the nets, which are fixed. The crosses denote Steiner nodes; 
that is, a conjunction of three wire segments. Pins with the 
same label are said to match. Thus, the delay between any 
pair of pins in one net must match the delay between the 
matching pair in the other net. So, for example, the delay 
from pin a to pin b in net 1 must match the delay from pin 
a to pin b in net 2. This example demonstrates several key 
characteristics of our algorithm. First, we enforce identical 
topologies, that is connectivity, over all the nets. This allows 
us to claim that if the wire length between a pair of pins in one 
net matches that of the wire length of the corresponding pair 
in all other nets, for all pairs of pins, then the matching nets 
have zero skew. Enforcing identical topologies also allows 
us to use the notion of matching Steiner nodes. A second 
characteristic of our methods is that we add detours to ensure 
matching wire lengths. So, in the example, the Steiner node, 
SI, of net 1 is clearly not optimally placed if we were to route 
net 1 in isolation. (In fact, it should be moved to the corner 
immediately above it.) The same can be said of the matching 
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I Net 1 Net 2 

Fig. 1. Net matching example 

Steiner node in net 2. However, if either node is moved, then 
extra detours must be added to (equalize wire lengths, giving 
a suboptimal result. 

This paper will describe twci approaches to solving this 
problem under a fixed topology (connectivity structure). We 
iterate through a subset of all possible topologies, retaining 
that which provides the routing with the shortest net length. 
The first approach ([3]) uses a linear programming formulation 
of the problem., whose solution gives the Steiner node locations 
for the nets. This solution requires an average of O(n2p2) time 
to obtain, wheire n is the number of nets and p is the number 
of pins. The second approach uses a rotation of the domain, 
along with approximation functions for the distance metric to 
transform the original objective function into a strictly convex 
function [ 2 ] .  This enabled us to write a greedy solver which 
converged to the solution much more quickly than the LP 
solver. 

First, we will formulate the problem, then reduce it to a 
special case of the D-dimensional Steiner tree problem. In 
Section 11-A, we will provide am overview of our algorithm 
for solving the net-matching problem. In Section IV, we will 
describe our linear programming approach. Following will be a 
description of ithe integerization process for the Steiner nodes' 
placement. Then, in Section V, we will introduce the rotated 
space and the approximation metrics. This will be followed 
by our experimental results on nine industrial test cases, and 
concluding remarks. 

11. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Given are n nets to be matched, with each net k containing 
m pins, qk , 1 5; i 5 m. The locations of the m pins are already 
fixed. Let the liocation of pin qk be given as p t  = (zc yk) . We 
can define a tree for net k whos,e leaves are the rn pins, and 
whose internal nodes are the Steiner nodes for net k .  Each 
Steiner node has degree three, so there are m - 2 Steiner 
nodes, qk, m $- 1 5 i 5 2m - 2. The connectivity of this tree 
is called a topology, defined Mow.  

Dejinition 1: A topology for a net k ,  T k  = { (qf , $)}, is 
an edge set denoting the connectivity of the tree for that net. 

Thus, we consider a topology T k  to be valid only if Tk; and 
the vertex set { q k l l  5 i 5 2m - 2 }  form a tree, with leaves 
{q f l l  5 i 5 m} andinternalnodes {qflm+l 5 i 5 2m-2). 
From this point on, we will consider only valid topologies. 

Since we require that all topologies be identical, we may 
define a single topology over the entire set of nets to be 
matched. To simplify the notation, we also define superver- 
tices, q; = ( q j ,  . . * , q?);  that is, a vertex that denotes a set 
of matching vertices from the set of matching nets. Thus, our 
singular topology T is to be over the set of supervertices, i.e., 

Dejinition 2: A supertree for a set of n matching nets, 
(V, T ) ,  is a tree consisting of the set of supervertices, V = 
{ qi 11 5 i 6 2m - 2}, and the topology over the supervertices, 
T.  

A supertree is valid if and only if its topology is valid. 
Again, we will only consider the set of valid supertrees. 

Note that a supertree does not prescribe the positions of 
the Steiner nodes. (However, the positions of the leaves in 
individual nets are already fixed.) In order to place the Steiner 
nodes, we need to construct a mapping from V to N2". For 
this, we need a few more definitions. 

Letpi = (pi,...,py) E N2"; wherep," = (z!,yf) E N2. 
Definition 3: A mapping of the supervertices, or place- 

ment, is defined as P:  V + N2", where Vq; E V such that 

Thus, a placement P maps the supervertices of G into the 
D-dimensional space of natural numbers, where D = 2n. The 
distances of the edges of one net is measured according to the 
Manhattan metric. That is 

T c ( 4 2 )  x ( 4 ; ) .  

1 5 i 5 m, P(q;) = p i .  

For a net k with a shorter distance between points i and 
j ,  d(p" p:),  we assume detouring is always possible to match 
the edge length with that of corresponding longer, matching 
edges in other nets. Specifically, if maxk d ( p t , , p $ )  = w ,  then 
for all nets k such that d(p ," ,pS)  < w ,  we assume it is possible 
to match the edge length by detouring a total of w - d ( p f ,  U:). 
The length of each edge (q;, q i )  E T under a mapping P is 
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s-node-list best-match(net-list,init-top) 
I* init-top is a topology */ 
best-result t place-nodes(net-list,init-top) 
topology curr-top +- init-top 
repeat f(# terminals * # nets) times 

CUTT-top +- randomly perturb CUTT-top 
temp-result c place-nodes( net-1ist,curr-top) 
if (temp-result better than best-result) then 

else 
best-result t temp-result 

randomly decide whether to keep this result 
or undo perturbation of curr-top 

end repeat 
best-result c final-place-nodes(net-list, best-top) 
return( best-result) 

Fig. 2. Pseudocode for net matching 

thus dominated by the maximum distance d(pf, p $ )  among all 
nets k .  

The net-matching problem over n nets with a given topology 
T is to find the Steiner node positions which minimize the sum 
of the maximum wire lengths over all the nets, i.e., 

(4 . . , q3 )€T  

This is similar to the statement of the fixed-topology, D- 
dimensional Steiner tree problem using the rectilinear metric 
(see [ll]). However, the metrics differs. For the traditional 
D-dimensional Steiner tree problem, (1) becomes 

(%>%)ET k 

For the entire net-matching problem, we also need to find 
the topology T to minimize the total wire length. Thus, we 
adopt the two-stage approach similar to that in [11]: find a 
topology for which an optimal placement minimizes the total 
wire length. This may be stated as 

In [4], the authors prove that the number of possible 
topologies is (2m)!/(m - 2) !2m-2,  where m is the number of 
pins. This rules out an exhaustive search technique. We will 
pursue a heuristic approach to search for a good topology, 
described in Section 11-A. 

A. Overall Algorithm 

At the highest level, the algorithm proceeds by perturbing 
the current topology, then testing its “goodness” by placing 
the Steiner nodes and measuring the overall net length. Fig. 2 
gives the pseudocode for this algorithm. 

The algorithm begins with an initial topology, derived from 
a topology constructed for one of the nets either manually or 
via an automated router. The initial topology is then repeatedly 
perturbed in a fashion randomly chosen from the following: 

swap two random terminals with probability 0.5; 
move a random terminal to a new location in the topology 
with probability 0.25; 

placement place-nodes( net-list,init-top) 
I* init-top is a topology *I 
if (# terminals < 3) then 

do for every set of matching nodes S = {.$I1 5 k 5 n }  

w h i l e  some node moved and no loop was detected 
return(fina1-placement) 

do-place-nodes( net-list,init-top) 

apply three-pin-optimization to S 

Fig. 3 .  Pseudocode for steiner node placement. 

move a random Steiner node to a new location in the 
topology with probability 0.25. 

Topologies are represented as strings of 2n - 2 characters, 
n of which represent the terminals, and n - 2 of which 
represent the Steiner nodes. Perturbation occurs when one or 
more characters’ positions in the strings are changed. The first 
type of perturbation is given greater weight since it is seen 
as a better method of choosing a “neighboring” topology. The 
process can be seen as similar to a low-temperature, simulated 
annealing run (see [6] for details on simulated annealing). 

The key component, and the emphasis of the rest of this 
paper, was the subroutine, place-nodes, whose pseudocode 
is provided in Fig. 3. Place-nodes tried to place the nodes 
optimally given the fixed topology by means of the subroutine 
do-place-nodes, which applied one of three different placement 
techniques. First, was linear programming, which is described 
in Section IV. The other two used simpler approaches, a 
gradient descent method (Section V-B), and a greedy method 
(Section V-C) which took a rotation of the grid and two 
approximating distance metrics (Section V-A) to search for 
the optimal solution in a strictly convex space (as opposed to 
the simply convex space of the LP formulation). 

The solution to these formulations are not in integer space, 
initially, and are integerized within do-place-nodes. This may 
result in a suboptimal solution, so we try to improve it with 
a three-pin optimization technique, which optimally solves a 
three-pin case in time proportional to the number of nets. This 
is described in Section V-D. Obviously, if all nets have three 
pins, then this technique is applied immediately, instead of 
do-place-nodes. 

111. SIMULTANEOUS VERSUS SEPARATE OPTIMIZATION 
With a fixed topology, one is tempted to optimize the Steiner 

node placement of each net separately using the method of [9], 
[5], or [7], and then add detours as necessary to equalize the 
lengths of matching edges. However, the following example 
demonstrates the fallacy of this notion. 

In Fig. 4, we route a two-net, four-pin example with min- 
imal Steiner trees on each net. The total length for each net 
is 90, as shown in Table I. 

In order to eliminate skew, we must match the wire lengths 
of matching wire edges. For example, given d ( p i ,  pA1 ) = 30 
and d ( p i , p q l )  = 0, we detour the wire between b2 and sf ,  
adding a length of 30. A similar operation must be performed 
with the wire between si and si. 

The last column of Table I demonstrates the effect of these 
detours on total wire length required for zero skew. Even 
though the optimized placement of the Steiner nodes for each 
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Fig. 4. Separate optimization of nets. 

TABLE I 
SEGMENT LENGTHS FROM !SEPARATE OPTIMIZATION 

net yielded a total wire length of 90 per net, due to detours 
that total becomes 120, a one-third increase. By optimizing the 
nets together, however, we can eliminate skew at a savings. 

In Fig. 1, the Steiner nodes have been located to 
minimize the disparity of lengths between matching 
edges. This yields the following values: d(pk ,p t , !  = 

d(p; , ,p;)  = d(p;, ,p:)  = 101. The total for both nets is 
105, a 12.5% savings from separate optimization to achieve 
zero skew routing. 

4 p ;  , P$, ) = 4 5 , 4 ? $ ,  Pt, = 4 p ; ,  Ptl = 1 5 , 4 P $ ,  i Ps, = 
4 P : l , P ; 2 )  == 3 5 , 4 P $ 2 i P 3  = 4 P ; 2 , P : )  = 0, and 

IV. LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 
FOR THE STEINER ]POINT POSITIONS 

Given a topology T we can derive an optimal solution in 
real space using a linear programming formulation of (1). We 
must provide LP equivalents for the following functions: 

From the Manhattan distance metric: we 
introduce two new variables 6xtj and 6~:~. We set 
Sz?. 23 > - :$ - and 6xfi 2 x; - xf.  By minimizing 
Sxtj + S:c$ and forcing all variables to be positive, we 
have Szk. 2 7  + SxSi = Izf - @I; 
Iyk - y:l: We introduce two new variables 6y& and 6 ~ ; ~  
and proceed analogously to the previous case; 
maxkd(p,",  pj"): We introduce a new variable, labeled 
Aij, which may be viewed as the maximum Manhattan 
distance over the matching edge (q; ,  q j ) .  With the newly 
introducekd 6 variables, the inax function may be rewritten 

I@ - 

as maxk{6z:3 + 6~:~ + 6yz"J + Sy,k,} We set VkA,, 2 
6xFJ + 6xF, + 6~:~ + 6~:~. By minimizing At3 and forcing 
all variables to be nonnegative, A,, = maxk d(j$,$). 

We may now provide the linear programming formulation 

minimize s.t. 

AL3 - 6xtj - SxFt - Sy;] - Sy;% 2 
(q. .&)ET 

1 0 
0 6x:] - x," + x3" 2 

Thus, the problem is to minimize the sum of the lengths of 
the maximum matching wire edges in the topology T.  

Note that if one of {q:, q?} is a leaf, then its corresponding 
coordinates will be on the right hand side of the constraints 
involving the variables xf , yf , xf , and $. There are 2p - 3 
such ( q i ; q j )  in Ti so there are h ( 2 p  - 3) constraints and 
(4n + l)(2p - 3 )  - 2np - 4 n ( p  - 2) variables.' Solving this 
requires, on the average, O(np) pivot steps using Simplex 
or one of its variants [lo, p. 1431. Each step requires the 
updating of O(max{M,N}) matrix entries, where M is the 
number of equations and N is the number of variables. In 
our Linear Program, M = N = O(np). So on average, 
solving the program requires O( n2p2) time, although this time 
increases greatly if the bases tend to be degenerate (the number 
of options at each pivot step is large), which is true in our 
formulation. 

Note that the solution is not guaranteed to be in integer 
space. In fact, it may consist of multiples of 2Tm, where 
m is the number of pins. Thus, the solution must be made 
integral, with a corresponding loss of optimality, because 
the LP solution forms a lower bound on the optimal integer 

'Each edge introduces 677 + 1 "variables" for a total of (472 + l ) (2p - 3 ) .  
However, n p  of them are actually terminal coordinates, so 2np must be 
removed from the calculation. Also, since a Steiner node appears as the 
endpoint of three different edges, its coordinate variables are counted thrice. 
There are 2 n ( p  - 2) such coordinates. 
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placement do-place-nodes( net-list,top) 
/* t o p  is a topology */ 
construct LP formulation for net-list under top 
apply LP solver to LP formulation 
create final-placement from LP solution by moving non-integer points 

to their nearest integer neighbor 
return( final-viacement 

Fig. 5. Pseudocode for linear programming solution 

h \ \ \ \  . / 5 4 5 O  

\ 

bij dij Pi bij 

Fig. 6.  45’ rotation norm 

solution. However, the error incurred, with respect to the LP 
solution, is small when the routing grid gradation is also small, 
since integerizing the solution results in moving the Steiner 
node locations at most one-half the width between two grid 
lines. 

The pseudocode for this technique is given in Fig. 5 .  The 
LP solver used was the Minos LP Solver (see [8] for more 
details). 

V. MORE EFFICIENT APPROACHES 

Our primary goal is to solve the Steiner node placement 
problem of (1). Previously, we reduced (1) to a linear pro- 
gramming problem. However, this required large amounts of 
CPU time to solve. Now, we introduce a rotation of the 
solution space, then use approximation metrics which are 
strictly convex. This allows us to use greedy methods to 
identify the optimum solution. However, for the special case 
of each net having exactly three pins, we have an efficient 
method for deriving the exact solution. Thus, we apply the 
method to the results of the approximation metrics methods. 

A. Rotated Norms to Approximate the Manhattan Length 

The linear programming formulation in Section IV suffers 
in that it is not differentiable at local minima; and that it 
contains many “plateau” regions, that is, regions for which 
many local minima cause the objective function to take on 
the same value. Therefore, it is difficult for an iterative 
improvement algorithm to leave this area quickly. We now 
present a transformation which simplifies (l), allowing the 
construction of simple approximations which are differentiable 
at minima and which do not contain plateaus. That is, the 
search space will be strictly convex. 

Consider Fig. 6. Our metric for the distance between p i  and 
p j  is the sum aij + bi j .  It is easy to show that ai j  + bij = 
fimax{cij,dij} and cij + d i j  = fimax{aij,b,j}. So by 
a rotation of the grid by 45” (while fixing the points), the ZI 
norm (Manhattan metric) is mapped to the 1, norm (the max 

function). In terms of our distance metric 

~ l ( P $ , P ; )  = JZmax{c:+eJ1 (2) 

where ctj and dtj  are the two orthogonal distances between 
p! .  p t  on the transformed space as in Fig. 6. 

Consequently, (2) can be extended to the maximum of all 
matching edges 

(3  1 mtx ~ l ( p b , p : )  = Jz.m;x{~;~,dl“,}. 

By using a sufficiently high value of A, we may approximate 
(3) by a A-norm, l x ,  on the transformed D-dimensional space, 
i.e., 

/ \ 1/x 

(4) 
\ k  

Our objective is to find a placement of the Steiner nodes 
minimizing 

S ( P i , P j )  
( q z  rq3 1 E T  

From the Minkowsky Inequality [l, p. 731 it has been shown 
that g ( p i ,  p j )  from (4) is strictly convex in terms of cfj and d t j .  
This property provides us with the usefulness of this metric. 

The disadvantage with using the A-norm metric is that 
the solution is not exact for the rectilinear metric. Higher 
values of X will more closely approximate the rectilinear 
metric; however, computing the Zx norms for large X may 
be impractical if not impossible (e.g., due to the limitations of 
the word length used). 

An alternative to this is to compute the distance by the 
following exponential “penalty” function, rather than the l x  
norm. This function penalizes placements which have very 
large distances in some nets, rather than medium distances in 
most nets. The penalty is determined by the parameter a. We 
approximate (3) by 

1 h ( p ; , p j )  = In exp(acfj) + exp(adFj) . ( 5 )  

Our objective is to find a placement of the Steiner nodes 
minimizing 

L1 
h ( P i , P j ) .  

, q 3  1 E T  

Once again, we can use an iterative improvement approach 
which will also converge to a global solution. 

Theorem 1: The function h ( p i , p j )  in ( 5 )  is strictly convex. 
Proofi We will demonstrate the convexity of this func- 

tion by demonstrating the convexity of the following function. 
Let 

where 2 is a member of the domain of nonnegative elements 
of real n-space. It should be clear that if f is convex in 2 then 
h is also convex. We want to show that 
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Candidate prtrons .. for Sterner node * -;--. CUIEOU~ at ‘ ..%----- . 6.Y) PaSruon (lY) 

for all 3 and $ in our domain, where U + ti = 1. That is 
n n n 

i=l i=l i=l 

We may reduce our problem somewhat by noting 
n n 

and 
n n 

In exp(urc, + uy2)  = ln exp(uz,) exp(uy,) 

= ln exp(z2)u exp(y,)”. 

2 = 1  2=1 

n 

2=1 

Since Inn: 2 Ilny if n: > y, we may drop the logs from both 
sides. We now wish to prove 

,I i = l  

This follows immediately from Holder’s Inequality [l, p. 
731, which stiltes 

where l /p  + l / q  = 1, and by the following assignments 

p = l / u  
q = l / v  
a; = exp(z;)” 
b; = exp(rc;)”. 

B. Gradient Node Placement 

Given a fixed topology T ,  and either of the rotated-space 
metrics described in Section V-A, we wanted to place the 
Steiner nodes as quickly as possible. The approaches described 
below involved iteratively placing each node in a greedy 
fashion until the objective function [i.e., (4) or (5 ) ]  no longer 
changed. The problem was to determine the best direction and 
distance at each stage. 

Our first attempt at iterative node placement was motivated 
by the notion of gradient descent. Holding all other nodes’ 
placements constant, the curreni node would be moved along 
the radial line opposite the gradient of the function at that point 
to the position on that line for which the objective function 
was minimized. That is, let (c,”, ti,”) be the coordinates of node 
p,“ in the rotatled-space, and, without loss of generality, let Fck 
be the partial derivative of the objective function with respeLt 
to e,”. The grardient of F at node p,“ is given by [Fc;, Fd;]. 

D 

We then solved the following minimization problem 

m i n 3 ( P  - QG), Q 2 0 
cy 

where P is the current placement of the Steiner nodes and ii 
is a vector whose entries are zero except the entries for c,“ 
and d$,  which are 3cck and . T d k ,  respectively. (Recall that we 
are searching for a rnzknal sohtion, so we must travel in the 
direction opposite the gradient.) 

For this approach, we needed to derive the gradient of 
a nonlinear equation and use it repeatedly to compute the 
best step size toward a better solution. Also, we observed a 
“zigzag” phenomenon. Together, these two effects empirically 
caused the method to require more time to converge than the 
simplified approach described in the next subsection. 

C. Greedy Node Placement 

“Greedy Node Placement” was a simplification of the 
gradient-descent method, intended as an approximation 
without the attendant time required by calculating derivatives. 
As with the gradient-descent method, the objective functions 
used were either (4) or (5), thus providing a unique global 
minimum to which the method would converge. Here, only 
positions (c + 61, d + 62) were considered as candidates 
for the point at (e ,  d) .  61 and 62 were chosen from the set 
{-lou, 0, Thus, the only points considered were those 
along the eight main “compass” lines radiating from the 
current position of the node, as illustrated in Fig. 7. v was 
varied according to the following schedule. 

Exponent ‘U was initially given the integer value T, where 
if A was the maximum Euclidean distance between the node’s 
current location and a corner of the bounding box for the net, 
then A 2 lor and A 5 Each of the eight possible 
locations for that value of v was checked. The location that 
resulted in the greatest decrease in the objective function3 
(according to the metric used) became the new “current” 
location for that node, and the process repeated for that value 

’The base 10 was chosen arbitrarily. 
3T0 speed the process and avoid minute changes, we required that the 

decrease be at least 0.5. 
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placement do-place-nodes(net-list,top) 
I* t o p  is a topology */ 
do for every set of matching nodes S = {sf 11 5 k 5 n} 
do for each sf E S 

v t T  
while v 2 0 

do  
Perturb one or both of sf's coordinates by 
lo", keeping the perturbation resulting in 
the largest decrease of the objective function > 0.5. 
Scale perturbation by overshoot factor p. 

while sf moved 
v c v - 1  

end while 
while one of the sf moved 

while some node moved 
returd final-placement) 

Fig. 8. Pseudocode for greedy placement. 

of U. If no new location resulting in a decrease could be found, 
v was decremented by one, and the search resumed. When v 
was decremented below zero, the search moved to another 
node matching the one just processed, with U starting again 
with value T. 

Note that all nodes in a matching set (i.e., {s:, . . . , sa}) 
would be processed, until none of the nodes in that set 
could move. Then another set would be processed. (i.e., 
z + (z + 1) mod m.) When no node from any net had moved, 
the process was considered terminated, and the result returned. 
Fig. 8 gives the pseudocode for this method. 

D. Optimal Solution: Three-Pin Case 

If p = 3 (i.e., each net contains exactly three pins), then 
we can solve our problem in integer space in O(n).  Let 
ak, b k ,  and ck be the three pins of net k .  Let abmax = 
maxk d ( p t ,  p,") , ac,, = maxk d ( p 2 ,  p,") , and be,,, = 
maxk d ( p k ,  p,").  Denote the maximum distances from a k ,  b k ,  
and ek to the placed Steiner nodes, s k ,  by amax, b,,,; and 
e,,, , respectively. 

Lemma 1: A placement of the Steiner nodes sk  that satisfies 

forms a solution such that amax + h,,, + e,,, forms a lower 
bound for the sum of the maximum distances from uk ,  h k ,  and 

Proot We know the following equations hold due to the 
C k  to S k .  

rectilinear metric 

From (9)-( 1 l), we can show that ( abmax + ac,,, + be,,,)/2 
is a lower bound of amax + b,, + c,,, which is consistent 
with (6)-(8). 

Corollary 1: All the Steiner nodes s' may be placed such 
that their distances to the ak, b k ,  and ek satisfy amax, b,,,, 
and e,,, from (6)-(8), respectively. 

Proot We provide a constructive proof which forms the 
basis of a subroutine in our algorithm later. Optimally place 
all the sic for each net separately. We have four cases. 

~(P;.P:) > amax ,  d ( & , p ; )  > brnax,andd(pt,p;) > crnax. 
Since this is an optimal placement of the Steiner node 
s k ,  we know that the rectilinear distance between any 
two pins, say ak and b k ,  must be equal to the sum of 
their distances to the Steiner node. Thus 

d(P;IP;) = d(P$,P9 + d ( P ; , P ; )  
2 amax + hmax 

which contradicts (9). Together with similar arguments for 
the other two pairs of nodes, this shows (9)-(11) would 
fail to hold. 
Exactly two are larger than their counterparts. With- 
out loss of generality, assume d ( p t , p : )  > amax and 
d ( p ! ,  p k )  > b,,,, but d ( p t ,  p,") 5 emax. Using the sample 
argument presented in the previous case, (9) would fail 
to hold. 
Exactly one is larger than its counterpart. Without loss 
of generality, assume d(pt,pt) > amax, but d(p:,pt) 5 
bmax and ~(P;,P:) I ernax.  hen 

k k  
d ( ~ a . ~ s ) = a r n a x + ~ ~ ,  P ~ > O  

d(p;,pf) =bmax  - ~ 2 ,  

~(P,.P,) =cmax  - ~ 3 ,  

0 I ~2 L hmax 

0 I ~3 I emax.  
k k  

If p1 > p2, then abmax is incorrect. If p1 > p3, then ac,,, 
is incorrect. Therefore, p1 I p2,p3. We now move 
the Steiner node closer to ak by distance p1. This will 
increase the distances d(p;,p,") and d(p2,p:) by p1, but 
they will still be less than h,,, and e,,,, respectively, 
thus satisfying the corollary. 

e,,,. Nothing needs to be done in this case. 
k k  ~ ( P ; , P : )  I amax,d(Pb,ps) I L a x ,  and ~ ( I $ , P $ )  I 

It is tempting to extend the three-pin optimization approach 
to solving (1). However, in Manhattan space, using this 
greedy, local solution can easily force the solution into a 
local optimum. In Fig. 9, a one-net, five-pin example, each 
Steiner node in the left-hand net is optimized with respect 
to its neighbors. However, the optimal placement is given 
by the right-hand net. Note that here too each Steiner node 
is optimized with respect to its neighbors. This should come 
as no surprise; although there exist linear-time algorithms to 
solve the one-net fixed topology node-placement problem [5] ,  
[7], and [9], they are more complicated than this simple, local 
~ptimization.~ 

E. Other Placement Aids 
We also employed the method of "overshooting." That is, 

we moved the node by some value scaled by an overshoot 
parameter p, where 1 /2  I ,b' 5 2. Our experiments led us to 

4 0 n e  is tempted to generalize such an algorithm to n nets. However, this 
proves to be very difficult for reasons we shall not describe in this paper. 
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Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 ISuboptimd Placement i Optimal Placement J 

Fig. 9. Failure of three-pin optimization. 

LP’ A-Norm’ %-Inc Exponential‘ %-Inc 
864773 76444 -1.13 76116 -1.14 
24987 25525 2.19 25440 1.80 

5507 5507 0 5507 0 
5437 5437 0 5437 0 
6438 6438 0 6438 0 
5631 5631 0 5631 0 

15373 15485 0.73 15420 0.31 
13683 13683 0 13683 0 

Manual Design 

2 
3 28.63 
4 251.64 3816 
5 28.08 1.7 5953 
6 2 51.27 3.0 4612 
7 
8 22.0 11491 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 371..10 22.3 11035 1 
t&c!-secoids. Clocl! rate IS 600 MHe. 

5 19 1616.39 2608.19 
2 3 0.07 0.09 
2 3 0.08 0.08 
2 3 0.07 0.09 
2 5 3.07 7.06 
2 10 50.67 134.43 
2 10 44.51 124.45 
2 10 56.55 146.63 

1 2Av&age net lengths, in microns. 

Fig. 10. Results of manual design. 

using /3 = 1.5. This dramatically improved the convergence 
for both the approximation metrics methods. 

We tested the algorithm on small test cases using 2 5 X 5 8 
and 0.001 5 a 5 0.020, settling on A = 6 for the A-norm 
metric, and a = 0.005 for the exponential “penalty” function 
metric. 

After we settled upon a final topology for the nets, we called 
the function final-place-nodes, which called place-nodes with 
increasing values of X (or Q, delpending upon the metric used) 
to more closely approximate the original, rectilinear metric. 
For the A-nom approach, we increased X from two to eight by 
increments of one; for the exponential penalty approximation 
approach, we increased a from 0.001 to 0.012 in increments of 
0.001. The upper bounds of X and a were determined by the 
limit of the precision of the word size. We used the placement 
from the lower values of A and 01 as initial placements for the 
subsequent iterations with higher X and Q values, respectively. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
We ran thrlee separate experiments, one for each approach 

(linear programming, and the two approximating metrics). We 
also ran a set of experiments in which each method was 
compared against the other two on the same topologies for 
the various test cases. Our algorithm was implemented in 
C and tested on a SparcStation IPX. Our test cases were 
nine industrial circuits. Fig. 10 gives their characteristics and 
average net length from the manual design. 

The desired clock cycle for these circuits is 600 MHz. The 
clock skew due to manual design ranged from 1.5% to 33.7% 
of the clock ]period, 1(2/3) ns. Fig. 11 shows our results for 
the three melhods tested, along with the difference between 
them. Except for the first test case, linear programming always 
found the minimum solution OF the three, although the other 
two methods converged to the LP solution as expected. Due 
to the length (of time required to obtain the LP solution for one 

9 1 13228 1 13312 0.64 I 13228 0 
‘Max length for one net, in microns. 
’Average length for one net, in microns. 
3Result for initial topology only. 

Results of our algorithms. Fig. 1 1 .  

I # Pins/ I CPU Seconds 
Group I Nets Net [ Exp. [A LP 

1 I 18 25 I 5.3 hrs 6 hrs > 48 hrs’ 
> 36 hrs 

0.07 
0.09 
0.10 

400.07 
9304.46 
4180.60 
4286.69 

909 

I 

Fig. 12. Sparc IPX s. 

topology, it was tried only on the initial topology. We were 
able to find better topologies using the approximation metrics 
methods. 

One may be tempted to compare the net lengths from the 
manual design in Fig. 10 and from our algorithms in Fig. 11. 
However, although in all cases there was an increase in average 
net length over the manual design, it must be noted that 
the manual design also included skew, whereas our routing 
precludes it. Also, some of the sets of matching nets in the 
manual design had wide variances between net lengths, with 
some nets being more than twice as long as others. 

Finally, in Fig. 12, we give the CPU seconds required by 
each method. (No CPU times are available for the manual 
design.) Both the exponential-penalty and A-norm methods are 
at least an order of magnitude faster than the LP method. Also, 
note that the time reported for the LP method for group 1 is 
that for one topology. 

Peculiarly, the A-norm method fared slightly worse than 
the exponential-penalty method. As it turns out, the average 
number of cycles per topology, that is, the number of times 
each node was cycled through during iterative improvement, 
was 1.325 for the exponential-penalty method versus 1.179 for 
the A-norm method. Since the number of topologies checked 
was virtually identical for both methods for each test case, we 
are left to conclude that the A-norm approximation is inferior to 
the exponential-penalty approximation in terms of single-pass 
approximation. The need for more experiments is clear. 

Fig. 13 shows for group 7, the layouts from manual de- 
sign on the left and the best result obtained using iterative 
improvement on the right. 

Due to the proximity of pins 4 and 6 and pins 5 and 7 in the 
second net, the y (horizontal) axis has been exaggerated by a 
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67 8 910 I 
N e t 1  .. 

1 1 ’ 3  
I 
I 
I 

I 
Manual Design I Net Matching 

Fig. 13. 
three times. 

Manual Design versus net matching. y-direction exaggerated by 

Fig. 14. Direct comparisons of methods. 

factor of three. The skew for the manual design was 356.45 ps, 
or 21.4% of the clock cycle. The skew for our design is zero. 

Lastly, we present the results of direct comparisons of 
the algorithms. For each topology, we generated solutions 
using the LP method, and the exponential-penalty and A-norm 
methods using the greedy placement approach. Fig. 14 gives 
the tabulated results. 

We did not run experiments for test case 1, since the LP 
method required too much time. Also, test cases 3, 4, and 5 
were not tested, since the algorithm would have used the three- 
pin method to solve them. For test case 2, we tested on 200 
randomly generated topologies. For the other four test cases, 
we tested on 100 randomly generated topologies. Duplicate 
topologies were removed. 

The results were surprisingly mixed. We had expected both 
approximation techniques to converge to the LP solution in 
each case. These experiments show that the solution generated 
by both methods are very sensitive to the given topology. In 
the best case, they converge to solutions as good as LP. In 
the worst case, they provide solutions with almost twice the 
total net length. 

This variance may be caused by the fact that the Greedy 

matching nets under zero skew requirements using the al- 
gorithms presented in this paper. However, much research 
remains to be done. 

There are several small improvements that can be applied. 
It is not clear that a single value of a: or a single value of X 
suffices for every test case. Also, the schedule used for Steiner 
node placement under the approximation methods may not 
be the best possible. An adaptive scheme might yield better 
results. 

Round-off error can cause subtle errors to creep in. An 
integer-only scheme would eliminate this problem, but due 
to the nonconvexity of the problem in integer space, we 
would again run the risk of becoming trapped in local optima. 
The biggest problem with these methods is that they rely 
on constructing extremely large values to penalize matching 
nets with one large edge and several smaller edges versus 
matching nets with medium edges. Extremely large values 
mean limitations due to what the variables can hold. Perhaps 
by reversing the process, we might avoid this problem. 

The CPU times for the smaller test cases are acceptable. 
However, for the larger test cases, this may not be so. Most 
of the time is devoted to placing the nodes for each topology 
tested. It would be a major improvement if we could test a 
topology’s “goodness,” that is the total net length required 
to route the nets under that topology, using a more efficient 
method. 

Finally, it would be an important advance to include place- 
ment in this process. Fig. 13 shows the problem with being 
forced to use such preplacement. Clearly, it would be advanta- 
geous to use a placement method which takes the net-matching 
routing requirements into account. 
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